Intermedial performance technologies may be likened to an inertia-ridden form of puppetry. Built from an assortment of computer-controlled video projectors, lighting instruments, and reactive or responsive media playback systems all mobilized-or entangled-as networked interactions between sensors, physical controllers, and performing bodies, it can all seem quite ambitious and impressive. Yet, the experience of operating within such entanglements may at times begin to feel like an attempt at manipulating a giant, multi-storey marionette 1 -the kind that typically requires dozens of highly skilled and intricately choreographed operators.
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In the quest to realize the full range and depth of gestural expressions afforded by the puppet, both the "puppet" and the puppeteers often end up darting back and forth between the rehearsal stage and the workbench as the clock continues to tick toward an impending performance. As a consequence, the entire process becomes plagued by persistent stoppages, leaving designers, programmers, technicians, and operators all scrambling to diagnose and revive some part of the malfunctioning system. As the computational dust settles, the other artistic energies in the room are mobilized around a sudden creative impulse: "what if the puppet could do this? [pause] Or what if the performer did this and the puppet responded by doing that? [longer pause] Even better, what if we then reordered the scenes so that this happens first, and then that happens instead?"
In the silence that follows, one or more of the designertechnicians calls a "time-out." Pursuing this new gestural idea will require at least twenty minutes of programming time. Moreover, any subsequent new ideas will have to be evaluated in terms of their estimated cost of implementation. Technological praxis becomes the primary determinant of how-or if-the idea survives long enough to actually be realized. All of this transpires while everyone else in the room-dancers, musicians, performers-are left to stand around as their once-limbered up bodies and primed focus slowly cools and drifts toward distraction. Beneath all of this, the winds of creation are beginning to shift. The intermedial "puppet" is no longer being tailored according to the artist's vision of what it needs to do. Instead, the "puppet" is tailored according to what the various technologies can be made to do within the remaining time. The puppet becomes an affirmation of sound artist and writer Bob Ostertag's assertion that, "our desires are far more malleable than the technology will ever be" (1).
The interstitial space between intermedial performance and design research
My own research is currently situated between studies in intermedial performance practice and the growing array of practices that comprise design research (i.e., user experience/interaction design, participatory design, "critical making," performative experience design, etc.). In moving between these fields, I've noticed that as the practice-as-research discourse in theatre and performance studies continues to wrestle for legitimacy, the world of design research seems to run on an established set of vocabularies, methodologies, and practices such as "reflective practitioners" (Schön ix) and "critical makers" (Ratto 252) . I began to consider how design research might provide a framework for diagnosing and avoiding some of the more persistent ctr 172 fall 2017
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For the purpose of this essay, my inclination is to put aside improvements to the rapport between the "puppeteer" (the designer/programmer/operator) and the "puppet" (the intermedial instrument), as the primary solution. Instead, I've tried to identify what might be described as a pathology of mishap. How does the initial process of envisioning an intermedial performance "puppet" create the conditions for subsequent mishaps during the transition from ideation to implementation?
Tangible ideation
At the beginning of a project, collaborators typically engage in a process of ideation in which a vision of some possible future performance experience is collectively generated and assembled. Ideation is vital, but also easy, cheap, and seductive. Ideas are low risk and cost virtually nothing except the time and mental energy it takes to conceive of them. In a room filled with creative minds, ideas can be passed around, amplified, adapted, and modified
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like musicians trading melodic riffs. As the energy accumulates and expands exponentially, pleasure centres are activated in the brain. It begins to feel like an enormous self-propelling wave is propelling everyone in the room toward a vast horizon of inspired virtuosity. As the session ends, everyone leaves. Rough ideas may have been jotted down on paper, action items may have even been assigned-yet nothing tangible has actually been produced. Instead, this evocative complex of artistic ideation is held together with little more than verbal description, metaphor, and concept. More importantly, the precise details of this vision remain scattered across each collaborator's internal imaginings. Externalizing the idea as a tangible and fixed form-a sketch, a diagram, a storyboard, a physical object-enables it to be perceived, contemplated, and probed through a process whereby everyone is looking at the same artifact. Instead, each collaborator risks becoming wrapped up in their own internal imagining of the idea. This is the elusive fruit of unstructured ideation. Creative discussions begin to spiral endlessly around whether a certain idea will 'work' or not. A strange inertia settles in. The days pass and the fruit slowly begins to rot without any tangible encounter or experience of the idea ever having transpired. The idea remains locked away as a variation within the mind of each collaborator without any way of knowing to what extent each respective imagining resembles another. Activities such as brainstorming, mindmapping, sketching, storyboarding, and prototyping are common 
Of puppets and prototypes
Collective creativity can be made more tangible and shareable through the production of prototypes-the imagined artifacts of a possible future experience of intermedial "puppetry." Prototyping practices can provide an effective means of rapidly translating the fruits of ideation into physical or material forms and structures. Made tangible, they can be collectively explored, probed, and interpreted through collective activities such as storytelling and enacting. Although these artifacts may seem provisionally crude and unstable, the absence of polish or stability intentionally leaves much more room for a collective process of refinement. The mobilization of creativity energy around these prototypes may then be extended outwards to begin imagining the kind of characters or environment that would surround or interact with such artifacts.
One of my own first experiments in prototyping the artifacts of a future performance focused on assembling an interactive digital scrapbook containing a vast assortment of photographs, texts, improvised music, movement sequences, and 'found objects'-all of which were generated by the members of interdisciplinary performance collective bluemouth inc.
2 during an initial research and development phase for a new work 3 . Although this scrapbook was initially intended to be given to financial donors as a token of appreciation, its hidden purpose was to provide the collective with a form of "design probe" (Sanders 5) after having reached a creative impasse.
During the initial ideation phase of a project, the intermedial performance "puppet" can also benefit from the development of a detailed, sequential list describing the ideal end-user experience as a result of interacting with the "puppet." In the field of interaction design, this document is often referred to as a user requirements specification (Spolsky). Within an intermedial performance practice, this document may be thought of as an alternate form of script or play text. With intermedial technologies such as laptops, video projectors, and hardware controllers so readily available, collaborators can easily be seduced into thinking that simply having the intermedial puppet wired up and ready to go in the rehearsal room will enable the full range of its gestural and expressive potential to be revealed, explored, and refined. In my own experience of these situations, the vast majority of rehearsal time ends up being devoted to troubleshooting technical limitations and constraints rather than optimizing and expanding the puppet's gestural vocabulary. The process of writing a URS [User Requirement Specification] document could provide a means for collaborators to collectively establish a detailed gestural vocabulary for the puppet as envisioned, but in a comparatively low-cost and low-risk environment prior to the more costly implementation phase. To dive into technological implementation without this step can end up constraining the range of gestural possibilities rather than enabling their expansion and refinement.
Building instruments for collective creation
This greater emphasis on externalizing collective ideation into tangible artifacts also points toward a larger instrumental praxis in which collections of intermedial materials-such as those described earlier in the "digital scrapbook/design probe" example-are arranged in the form of an instrument or "toolkit" (Sanders 5) . Imagine for instance, during the early phase of development, the collaborators begin to discuss what the performance's soundscape design will contain. A dedicated sound designer could spend several days or weeks developing multiple sketches, and then introduce them to collaborators for consideration. What if the designer instead focused on the creation of a soundscape design instrument consisting of collections of thematically inspired or related sonic gestures or textures which could then be activated by a keyboard or dedicated hardware controller? In handing over a sound design 'instrument' to the collective, everyone involved in the project's development would then have an opportunity to engage directly in a process of collective improvisation and composition until an ideal soundscape design begins to emerge.
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